Functional genetics of intraspecific ecological interactions in *Arabidopsis thaliana*
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Studying the genetic basis of traits involved in ecological interactions is a fundamental part of elucidating the connections between evolutionary and ecological processes. Such knowledge allows one to link genetic models of trait evolution with ecological models describing interactions within and between species. Previous work has shown that connections between genetic and ecological processes in *Arabidopsis thaliana* may be mediated by the fact that quantitative trait loci (QTL) with ‘direct’ effects on traits of individuals also have pleiotropic ‘indirect’ effects on traits expressed in neighbouring plants. Here, we further explore these connections by examining functional relationships between traits affected directly and indirectly by the same QTL. We develop a novel approach using structural equation models (SEMs) to determine whether observed pleiotropic effects result from traits directly affected by the QTL in focal individuals causing the changes in the neighbours’ phenotypes. This hypothesis was assessed using SEMs to test whether focal plant phenotypes appear to mediate the connection between the focal plants’ genotypes and the phenotypes of their neighbours, or alternatively, whether the connection between the focal plants’ genotypes and the neighbours’ phenotypes is mediated by unmeasured traits. We implement this analysis using a QTL of major effect that maps to the well-characterized flowering locus, *FRIGIDA*. The SEMs support the hypothesis that the pleiotropic indirect effects of this locus arise from size and developmental timing-related traits in focal plants affecting the expression of developmental traits in their neighbours. Our findings provide empirical insights into the genetics and nature of intraspecific ecological interactions. Our technique holds promise in directing future work into the genetic basis and functional relationship of traits mediating and responding to ecological interactions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the keys to bridging the connections between evolutionary and ecological processes is understanding the genetic basis of ecological interactions. This kind of knowledge allows one to link the micro- and macro-evolutionary genetic models at the heart of evolutionary biology with models of ecological interactions both within and among species. In this unified framework, patterns of genetic variation and covariation determine the evolutionary dynamics and reflect the nature of past selective pressures on traits involved in ecological interactions, while ecological interactions, in turn, govern evolutionary dynamics by determining the form and strength of selection acting on these traits. These ecology–evolution links underlie some of the most interesting questions in both fields, including those related to the evolution of competition (e.g. [1,2]) and the development of traits involved in processes such as niche construction [3]. Many related ecological interactions, such as competition and facilitation, have been shown to have a genetic basis [4–8] as have other broader processes at the community level such as community composition [9,10]. Further steps toward understanding connections between evolutionary and ecological processes can elucidate how evolution affects individuals interacting both within and between species. Ultimately, such information can improve our understanding of both natural and agricultural systems (e.g. [11]), yet there is surprisingly little known about the specific genetic basis underlying ecological interactions among individuals in a population.

In many species, the most important sources of ecological interactions are ‘social’ interactions between conspecifics (e.g. intraspecific competition; [12–14]). In these cases, the environment provided by conspecifics can have profound effects on the phenotype or fitness of individuals. These ‘social environments’ can arise from either direct behavioural interactions...
...between individuals (e.g. [15]), non-behavioural traits expressed in conspecifics (e.g. [16,17]) or owing to degradation or alteration of the abiotic environment caused by neighbours that has an impact on other conspecifics [18–20]. Ultimately, through the social environment, a neighbour’s traits may affect the expression of traits in a focal individual. In this way, social interactions can result in ‘social effects’ (also known as ‘associate effects’; [21]), where traits expressed in one individual affect traits expressed in other individuals (see [22]). These social effects provide the opportunity for ‘indirect genetic effects’ (IGEs) when genes in one individual affect the expression of traits in other individuals, and indirect environmental effects when environmental effects on trait expression in one individual result in changes in the expression of traits in other individuals [23]. Theory suggests that the IGEs arising from social interactions can potentially have large effects on the dynamics of trait evolution [23,24], and empirical studies have implicated IGEs in a number of intraspecific [5,10] and interspecific (see [22]) evolutionary and ecological processes. However, despite the fact that studies have begun to investigate the evolutionary and ecological genetics of IGEs, scant empirical evidence exists for the functional basis of how genetic variation in one individual maps to traits expressed in other individuals.

The theoretical framework underlying IGEs is based on ‘interacting phenotypes models’ ([23]; illustrated in figure 1a) and allows for the partitioning of genetic (g) and environmental (e) effects when trait expression is affected by interactions between individuals. In these models, the phenotype of one or more focal individuals (phenotype D in figure 1a) affects the expression of traits in an interacting partner or neighbour individual (phenotype I in figure 1a). As a result of these social effects on trait expression, genetic factors in one individual affect the phenotype of another individual or individuals, with this effect being mediated through the first individual’s phenotype. Therefore, the interacting phenotypes model provides a formal structure for understanding these effects because it allows genotypes of one individual to be linked to phenotypes of other individuals via these interactions. In turn, this allows a better understanding of the functional origin of the IGEs and their possible effect on evolutionary dynamics. Although we focus on intraspecific interactions herein, this approach can be equally useful in interspecific interactions, where genes expressed in individuals of one species map to the phenotypes of individuals of other species via phenotypically mediated interactions (see [10]). Therefore, the framework we discuss here can be easily extended to consider the diversity of ecological interactions that occur within and between species.

In previous work [8], we used a quantitative trait locus (QTL)-based approach in an experimental population of *A. thaliana* to identify the genetic basis of IGEs resulting from ecological interactions between neighbouring plants. We found not only a number of QTL underlying IGEs, but also that many suites of traits in the focal plants were pleiotropically linked with traits expressed by their neighbour plants (i.e. both were affected by the same QTL). However, it was not possible to establish whether the pattern of pleiotropy that we found was owing to (or closely tied to) the measured traits in focal individuals affecting the traits expressed in the neighbours (figure 1a), or, in contrast, whether the pleiotropy was caused by some unmeasured traits (illustrated in figure 1b). The interacting phenotypes framework implies that IGEs must ultimately be caused by traits in focal individuals that affect the expression of traits in their neighbours [25], and so the appearance of functional pleiotropic links between traits expressed in interacting individuals would be expected if the correct traits (i.e. the traits involved in the interaction) have been measured. However, traits may show pleiotropy if the traits expressed in interacting individuals are affected by the same locus but the two have no direct causal link, perhaps owing to a shared pleiotropic connection to some other unmeasured trait (see trait V in figure 1b).

To address the question of how genetic variation in the traits of one individual maps to trait variation in other individuals through functional relationships, we apply the theoretical framework of interacting phenotypes to a statistical analysis of social effects in the *A. thaliana* system, where IGEs have been previously documented [8]. We use path analysis to test for these functional relationships, because it can be used to describe and test hypotheses about directional...
relationships between variables. Path analysis has been used successfully to examine ecological [26,27] and evolutionary [28,29] relationships and fits well with the interacting phenotypes framework, which is built conceptually on path models [23]. However, in complex systems, with many traits spanning multiple individuals, there are so many possible relationships between traits expressed in interacting individuals that it is useful to look for relationships within individuals before examining any causal relationships between them owing to interactions. Factor analysis provides a system to summarize interactions by describing how sets of measured traits (e.g. leaf number, leaf size, plant height) form a single functional trait (e.g. ‘light gathering’ [30]). When used in conjunction, path and factor analysis are termed structural equation models (SEMs) and are extremely powerful in these complex situations. In our system, they allow for the testing of directional relationships between focal and neighbour populations as well as allowing for the association of many traits into a single composite trait (see figure 2 for various alternative model structures). Thus, using SEMs we can better understand how genotype makes phenotype within the individual, in terms of the relationship between traits, how traits within individuals together represent some ‘hidden’ traits, like resource pool or life-history strategy, and how features of one individual (genes, traits, hidden or measured) impact neighbours. While SEMs have been successfully implemented in ecological analyses such as studies of natural selection [29] and in QTL mapping [31,32], they have rarely been used to examine the nature of relationships between phenotypes (e.g. [33]), and have not previously been used to understand the genetics of ecological interactions.

Here, we use the SEM method to explicitly examine the functional basis to the pleiotropic relationship between the direct and indirect effects of QTL identified by Mutic & Wolf [8]. In doing so, we ask whether the variation in measured and composite traits of our focal plants appears to be the cause of variation in the expression of traits by neighbour plant traits, thereby linking the direct effects of the QTL on focal plant traits to their indirect effects on neighbour plant traits. We view our analysis as an illustration of a more general framework, and it is our hope that this general framework may be used more broadly to understand how IGEs link evolutionary and ecological processes.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Experimental design

Details of the original experimental design are given in [8]. Briefly, our focal population is the set of 411 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) produced by crossing the natural accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana Bay-0 and Shahdara [34]. Each RIL was grown in a 2.5 cm pot with a standard neighbour genotype, the accession Ler-0. These pots were placed in the 'ArabiPatch' system (Lehle Seeds, Round Rock, TX, USA), which holds a set of eight pots, each fitted with a 30.5 cm tall tube to create a self-contained space for the pair of plants to grow and interact. We measured several traits at 42 days from planting in order to gather information related to plant development, size and fecundity. These traits included bolting time (BOLT), height (HT), flower number (FLWR), bud number (BUD), silique number (SILIQ), leaf number (LEAF), number of branches in the whole inflorescence (BRANCH) and dry weight (WT). Traits measured in the Ler partner plants are labelled with a ‘p’ prefix to denote ‘partner’ traits, while traits measured in the focal plants do not have a prefix. Table 1 provides a list of traits with their abbreviations for reference.

(b) Quantitative trait loci mapping

In order to pursue a functional analysis of interactions involving the population presented in Mutic & Wolf [8], we started by re-doing the analysis of direct and indirect effects of QTL. Although it might make logical sense simply to use the results from Mutic and Wolf as the foundation for the present analysis, the analysis was redone for several reasons. Firstly, it was decided

![Figure 2. Examples of structural equation models (SEMs) for phenotypic interactions underlying indirect genetic effects. Each box represents a measured variable: G, the QTL genotype of the focal plant; D_i, the direct or focal plant traits; I_i, the indirect or neighbour plant traits. Each oval represents a latent variable or factor formed by the variables whose arrows are directed outward from the variable: L_{D_i}, a direct or focal plant trait factor; L_{I_i}, an indirect or neighbour plant trait factor. (a) Simple model where there is a direct latent variable composed of focal plant traits that influence some indirect trait. This is analogous to the indirect trait being incorporated into the direct latent factor. (b) The case where a host of focal plant traits (D_{1-3}) form a latent factor, which influences a neighbour plant factor, formed by its traits (I_{1-3}). Finally, (c) a case where a neighbour factor is affected by some of the focal plant traits, but not all. Each of these models is considered an 'identified pleiotropy' model, and can be reduced to an 'identified pleiotropy' model by removing the path from G to the indirect trait or factor.]
Table 1. Patterns of effect of the QTL of major effect. Traits measured in the focal population (the Bay-0 x Shahdara RIL set) appear under the heading of ‘direct traits’ and those in the Ler partner plants appear as ‘neighbour (indirect) traits’. The abbreviations used in the text as labels for each trait are given next to the trait name. For each trait, the LPR score (where LPR = –log10[p]), model R2 (% of variance explained), effect (with standard error) and standardized effect (effect/trait standard deviation) are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>LPR score</th>
<th>$r^2$</th>
<th>Effect (s.e.)</th>
<th>Standardized effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct traits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height (HT)</td>
<td>17.46</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>+62.64 (0.72)</td>
<td>+0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight (WT)</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>+1.34 (0.37)</td>
<td>+0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bolt (BOLT)</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>–0.048 (0.0087)</td>
<td>–0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buds (BUD)</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>+0.40 (0.075)</td>
<td>+0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flowers (FLWR)</td>
<td>11.65</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>+0.52 (0.071)</td>
<td>+0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siliques (SILIQ)</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>+1.21 (0.13)</td>
<td>+0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branches (BRANCH)</td>
<td>11.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>+0.26 (0.037)</td>
<td>+0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaves (LEAF)</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>+0.99 (0.15)</td>
<td>+0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neighbour (indirect) traits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBuds (pBUD)</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>+0.30 (0.071)</td>
<td>+0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pFlowers (pFLWR)</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>+0.23 (0.028)</td>
<td>+0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBranches (pBRANCH)</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>+0.092 (0.028)</td>
<td>+0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pLeaves (pLEAF)</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>+0.25 (0.104)</td>
<td>+0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Traits were square-root transformed.

*aTraits were natural log-transformed.

that the analysis would perform better if traits were transformed to normality or near normality (see below), as most traits showed some skew that could alter the performance of the models (SEMs can be very sensitive to deviations from multivariate normality). Secondly, the set of ‘late’ traits from our previous work was not included in this analysis because the sample size was smaller, and SEM analyses (described below) are highly sensitive to sample size.

The re-analysis followed the same approach as described in Mutic and Wolf, which used a regression model to locate QTL (implemented in the CANCORR procedure in SAS; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) (see [35,36]). Genotypes were assigned the index values of +1 and −1 for the Bay-0 and Shahdara homozygotes at a locus, respectively. Therefore positive allelic effects can be interpreted as the effect of replacing the Shahdara allele with the Bay-0 allele [34]. Because of deviations from normality, we natural log-transformed BOLT and square root-transformed WT, BUD, FLWR, SILIQ and BRANCH for both the focal and partner traits. Because the analyses presented here are focused on the SEM analysis of QTL effects, we include only the relevant results of the QTL analysis as a component of the methods. The analysis of the transformed variables showed essentially the same results as the analyses presented in Mutic & Wolf [8], but with more logarithmic probability ratio (LPR) scores being larger than in the original analysis (i.e. QTL effects are stronger in the new analysis based on transformed traits). The LPR scores are the negative logarithm (base 10) of the probability values for the tests of QTL effects. They are comparable with logarithm of odds (LOD) scores typically seen in QTL analyses. For example, an LPR value of 5 corresponds to a probability of $10^{-5}$.

(c) Focal locus choice

Many of the QTL identified by Mutic and Wolf explain a very small proportion of the phenotypic variance in the focal population (e.g. 2–4%), and, because the indirect effects of the loci were always weaker than the direct effects, they explained proportionally less variation in the partner plants (generally 1–2%). Therefore, our goal was to avoid pursuing a functional analysis at loci that explained a very small proportion of phenotypic variance and focus our attention on loci with strong clear patterns of effect. To obtain enough power to use SEMs to pursue functional relationships between traits in the focal and neighbour plants and their association with QTL, it is important to use loci that show relatively strong direct and indirect effects. Thus, to allow strong inferences to be made from the analysis, rather than just parsing subtle alternatives, we choose to perform the functional analysis on a single locus of large effect: QTL 4.02 (located at ca. 2cM on chromosome 4; see [8]; table 1). QTL 4.02, located at the start of chromosome 4, was chosen because it shows a major effect on several traits, and shows much stronger indirect effects than any other QTL (see §3).

(d) Model building and rationale

To determine whether the observed pattern of pleiotropy found for QTL 4.02 was attributable to measured traits in focal individuals affecting the traits expressed in the neighbours (what would be called ‘identified pleiotropy’, figure 1a), or whether it was caused by some unmeasured traits (‘unidentified pleiotropy’, figure 1b), we used SEMs to examine the influences of focal plant phenotypes on neighbouring plants. Conducting a blind search for all possible interacting traits in focal and partner plants is not feasible given the very large number of trait pairs and would probably yield many false-positive interactions. We developed a method similar to Li et al. [33] to avoid blindly searching for interactions between traits. First, we performed path analyses to examine relationships between the QTL and the sets of traits it pleiotropically affected. We then used those traits and the QTL to form more functional models that described the relationships between phenotypes, and
interactions that had a genetic basis. We used the AMOS program (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) to perform all of our analyses.

We stress that the building of SEMs is a process of hypothesis development and testing. Because model structures can be complex and there can be a near-infinite number of alternative model structures, model building is inherently exploratory in nature, with no single established optimal approach. Our goal is to determine the model that best describes the pattern of the genotype–phenotype relationship and how interactions between individuals mediate that relationship. This is towards the broader goal of testing the hypothesis that the traits we measured are involved in the interaction between neighbouring plants.

Our approach to building an SEM can be divided into five steps:

1. Conduct a series of path analyses between focal and neighbour traits. This first step of our SEM building is a biologically meaningful way to screen the interactions for the final model. We conducted path analyses in which paths were made pair-wise to link all traits in the focal plant to all traits in the neighbour plant. We evaluated the significance of each path in the analysis and eliminated any that were not significant. To avoid spurious effects that could arise from environmental covariances between neighbours, we used partial regressions to examine the effect of both the marker and the focal plant trait on neighbours together. Note, however, that although environmental covariances can lead to associations between the phenotypes of neighbours, they are not expected to lead to associations in the next steps between QTL in the focal plants and the expression of traits in their neighbours (i.e. they should not affect this ‘causal’ path). Furthermore, the environmental covariances between neighbours are diminished in our study because we replicated the pairs and have used means of the replicates in our analyses (environmental covariances should lead to associations between the phenotypes of plants grown together, but not so much between the average phenotype of one group and the average phenotype of that group’s partners). This test also provides the criteria to determine whether the inclusion of focal plant traits in the model affected the significance of the QTL-to-neighbour trait mapping. If the relative strength of the associations between QTL and neighbour traits was stronger than the focal trait–neighbour traits, the interaction was not included in further analyses because it indicated that any interactions were probably caused by traits that we did not measure.

Importantly, we also included covariances between error terms, which can help account for the environmental covariance that impacts the associations between traits. Accounting for correlated error terms can thus improve model construction by more accurately describing the relationships between traits [37], and including these covariances can increase power by explaining more error variance among traits.

2. Create more manageable, reduced models by eliminating insignificant interactions involved with the neighbour plant traits. We reduced our model further by removing non-significant covariances added in step 1. This is not a simple process of removing all non-significant terms from the model because each change to the path models has the potential to affect all other parameters, so this was an iterative step. Steps 1 and 2 were combined in AMOS by examining ‘modification indices’ that indicate paths that will improve or detract from model fit, but are detailed separately here for clarity.

3. Use the path analysis model as a starting point for making an SEM. Our use of SEM, as opposed to using purely path analysis, was motivated by an effort to incorporate latent factors that more accurately described the genetic and phenotypic effects underlying traits. This is because it is quite likely that the traits that we measured are representative of some underlying characteristics of plants, such as the plant’s resource budget or life-history strategy. Since our goal was to examine the hypothesis that genetically based focal plant phenotypes affect neighbour plant phenotypes, this step was aimed at helping to identify the best measure of the relevant traits, which might be best represented as latent factors. We used confirmatory factor analysis to form logical groups of traits. Confirmatory factor analysis is an approach to forming factors based on some a priori hypothesis or theory, which is generally motivated by our understanding of the biology of the system. Confirmatory analysis is essentially a way of testing hypotheses about the structure of factors. For example, we grouped size traits (height, weight) and reproductive traits (bud, flower and siliques) together into individual phenotypes because they have an intuitive biological meaning. However, we then used exploratory factor analysis to refine our model and test for more appropriate trait groupings based on factor loadings. Exploratory factor analysis is aimed at identifying factors without the use of a priori hypotheses, so factors are free to form based on the correlation structure of the data (see [38] for more details on confirmatory versus exploratory factor analysis).

4. Overall model fit was evaluated and then re-specified. This step established the significance of the interacting phenotypes themselves as functionally important, and provides a check that the model revealed additional information beyond the QTL mapping procedure. First, iterative model reduction was performed for both the focal and neighbour traits to include only relevant variables (traits) in the latent factors. Second, the path between the QTL and the neighbour trait (as in figure 2a) or neighbour latent factor (as in figure 2b,c) was removed if those paths were individually insignificant. This step tested whether the QTL showed some residual link to the neighbour trait beyond the proportion explained through the traits that appear to mediate the interaction (i.e. beyond the identified pleiotropy component, leaving some residual unidentified pleiotropic effect).

Determining overall model fit was performed by comparing model fits using likelihood ratio (LR) tests for nested models, and the Consistent Akaike’s Information Criterion Index (CAIC; [39]) for non-nested model comparisons, because it accounts for over-parametrization of models.

5. Determining model utility and strength of phenotypic interactions. Regression weights and squared multiple correlations were used as sample statistics to examine specific portions of the model for fit. The correlations...
also described the amount of variance explained for specific variables by a particular model. Traditional t-statistics were used to assign significance to regression weights. We verified any of these significances using the 95% confidence intervals from a bootstrap of the regression weight.

We developed two types of models using this process: ‘unidentified pleiotropy models,’ which are SEMs that included QTL effects on indirect phenotypes independent of mediating direct traits (they are presumably owing to some unidentified traits); and ‘identified pleiotropy models’, where the indirect effects of QTL were mediated by direct traits such that the link from focal plant genotype to neighbour phenotype is mediated by the measured focal traits. We examined the relative strength of the identified versus unidentified pleiotropy models. This comparison provides a test of the null hypothesis that any pleiotropy is caused by some hidden (unmeasured) traits.

### 3. RESULTS

#### (a) Quantitative trait loci analysis

The results of the QTL analysis (table 1) are similar to those previously obtained (see table 3 in [8]), and confirmed that the locus that maps to the start of chromosome 4 shows a major effect on several traits and much stronger indirect effects than any other QTL. The direct effect of this locus accounts for an average of 12 per cent of the variance in focal traits, including 20 per cent of the variance in fitness as measured by silique number. The indirect effects account for an average of 3 per cent of the variance in partner traits, making the indirect effect of this locus of similar magnitude as the direct effects of many other loci (see [8]).

This QTL is particularly interesting because it was previously mapped in a flowering time study ([34], and is believed to correspond to the flowering gene *FRIGIDA* (*FRI*). Support that this QTL is due to molecular variation in *FRI* comes from the fact that the Bay-0 parental accession has a non-functional copy of this gene (known to accelerate flowering time), while Shahdara has a functional copy. *FRI* is one of the best-characterized flowering genes in *Arabidopsis* [40] and has also been shown to affect fitness of *A. thaliana* plants in the field [41], as well as drought tolerance [42] and inflorescence architecture [43].

#### (b) Path analysis

In the path analysis of pairwise effects to partner plant traits identified to be affected by QTL 4.02, we found that paths between traits in focal plants identified to be directly affected by QTL 4.02 are stronger than paths directly connecting QTL 4.02 to partner plants traits (table 2). These results suggest that the ‘identified pleiotropy’ models were generally better descriptors of the links between phenotypes than were ‘unidentified pleiotropy’ models. Note, however, that for some of these effects, the sign of the phenotypic effect for some traits is not always the same as the sign of the genetic effect. For example, height of the focal plant has a negative effect on the number of buds in the partner plant pBUD even though the locus has an overall positive effect, because of the larger positive effect of FLWR combined with some unidentified positive pleiotropic effect (figure 3).

#### (c) Structural equation models of interacting phenotypes

A large number of associations were found between phenotypes in the focal plants and neighbouring plants. Overall, our findings indicate that size- and development-related traits in focal plants affect size-development-related traits in neighbouring plants.
positive effect, the overall indirect effect of the QTL on trait (focal plant traits (HT, FLWR), and on a neighbour plant model shows that the locus has a positive effect on the plant traits. That is, in the identified pleiotropy models, those with a path connection between the focal plants' genotypes and their neighbours' phenotypes, but the connection does not appear to be mediated by the measured focal plant traits, or 'identified pleiotropy models', where genetic effects of the focal plants on their neighbours are mediated by phenotypic interactions involving measured focal plant traits. That is, in the identified pleiotropy models, those with a path connection between the focal plants’ genotypes and their neighbours’ phenotypes were better fit than models with a direct connection between QTL and partner’s trait, implying that we have identified the traits closely tied to the occurrence of genetic effects that transcend individuals. We note, however, that the true form of interaction in any plant population will be reciprocal (i.e. focal plants affect their neighbours while their neighbours affect them), which can lead to feedback between trait development in the traits of interacting plants. Such reciprocal effects cannot be identified through the analyses we present here, but rather, are part of the biological

One particular focal plant latent factor (including HT, WT, FLWR, BUD, SILIQ, BRANCH, LEAF and BOLT) had effects on a neighbour plant latent factor (including pFLWR, pBUD and pBRANCH) (table 3 and figure 4). We examined the paths between the QTL and the neighbour plant latent factor, independent of the focal–neighbour phenotypic interaction; this model would encompass a portion of effects owing to the interactions that we modelled, as well as any unexplained portion owing to the locus’ effects on other, unmeasured traits. This saturated model had a lower goodness of fit ($\chi^2$ and Normed Fit Index; NFI) than the reduced model; so we accepted the model with only a functional pleiotropic basis indicating that the majority of the traits measured account for the interaction overall.

4. DISCUSSION

Using path analysis and SEMs, we have examined the functional relationship between the genotypes and phenotypes of our focal population, and the expression of traits in their neighbours. In doing so, we examined the pleiotropic connection between direct and indirect effects (figure 1) and demonstrated that the indirect effects of a QTL of major effect on the phenotypes of neighbours are likely to be functionally mediated by the locus’ direct effect on focal plant size and development, and the resulting ecological interactions with neighbours. Thus, our analysis has uncovered an explicit connection between suites of size- and development-related traits in focal plants and expression of development- and fitness-related traits in neighbouring plants. As such, this is the first study to functionally describe how a genotype–phenotype map can extend across individuals.

In order to uncover the ecological basis of IGEs, we developed two types of path models and SEMs. Our SEMs were classified as either ‘unidentified pleiotropy models’, which are those where there are connections from the focal plants’ genotypes to their neighbours’ phenotypes, but the connection does not appear to be mediated by the measured focal plant traits, or ‘identified pleiotropy models’, where genetic effects of the focal plants on their neighbours are mediated by phenotypic interactions involving measured focal plant traits. That is, in the identified pleiotropy models, those with a path connection between the

Table 3. Results of structural equation model (SEM) and path analyses of the direct and indirect effects of the QTL. The focal plant traits were combined into a latent factor, and the same process was done for the neighbour plant. Two types of SEMs were constructed: an identified pleiotropy model, where the locus affected the expression of only the focal plant traits directly, and an unidentified pleiotropy model where the locus had a direct impact on (e.g. a path to) the neighbour plant traits. The effects from the identified and unidentified pleiotropy models indicate standardized regression weights (or path coefficients) indicating the relative amount of variation explained by models. Comparing the effects in the identified pleiotropy model to those in the unidentified pleiotropy model gives a measure of how much of the functional basis of the phenotypic interaction is described by the traits in the model, and in this case shows that the phenotypic ‘indentified pleiotropy model’ is a much better description of the interaction. See figure 4 for a diagram of this model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>neighbour plant traits</th>
<th>focal plant traits</th>
<th>identified pleiotropy model</th>
<th>unidentified pleiotropy model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pFLWR (+)</td>
<td>HT(−)</td>
<td>+0.123</td>
<td>+0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBUD (+)</td>
<td>WT(+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBRANCH (+)</td>
<td>FLWR (+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pLEAF (+)</td>
<td>BUD (+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SILIQ (+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRANCH(+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEAF(+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOLT(−)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05.

**p < 0.01.
The pot for their neighbours, causing acceleration of locus), they significantly change the light quality in possible explanation for this relationship is that when fitness-related traits [42,43], and our analysis shows previously been shown to have pleiotropic effects on QTL, while the traits that were affected in the partner were the functional origin of the indirect effects of the SILIQ) tied to life history in the focal individuals traits (HT, WT, BRANCH, LEAF, FLWR, BUD and SILIQ) indicate an effect on a number of size- and development-related Figure 4. Structural equation model (SEM) of the QTL. This SEM shows the locus mapping to a focal plant factor (size) composed of many traits. This factor impacts reproductive and structural traits in the neighbour plant. In this identified pleiotropy model, there is no path from the QTL to the neighbour's latent variable, indicating that most of the variance that is explained by this model resulted from the impact of phenotypic interactions of size on a neighbour's reproductive traits. The QTL generates an indirect genetic effect, but it is functionally mediated entirely by the locus' effects on focal plant size. Numbers represent standardized regression weights, all of which are significant (α = 0.05).

process that has established the observed net effects we find statistically.

The locus on which we have focused explains a large proportion of variation in the focal plant traits (an average of 12% of the variance per trait, with a maximum of 20% in silique number; table 1). This locus was previously identified by Loudet et al. [34] in a study of flowering time and maps to a region of the genome that encompasses the FRI gene. FRI has previously been shown to have pleiotropic effects on fitness-related traits [42,43], and our analysis shows that it appears to also have relatively strong indirect effects on partners (the indirect effects alone are significant at the genome level). As expected, this QTL did have a direct effect on BOLT. It also had a direct effect on a number of size- and development-related traits (HT, WT, BRANCH, LEAF, FLWR, BUD and SILIQ). These effects may also be expected to be linked to a flowering gene, given how these traits were all measured at a fixed point in time (42 days post-germination); plants that bolted earlier were further along their development with longer inflorescence stems, more branches and flowers. While these traits should not be directly equated to total fitness, such a shift in development may increase fitness if there is environmental degradation (which would cause selection to be truncated).

We found that size and fecundity-related direct traits (HT, WT, BRANCH, LEAF, FLWR, BUD and SILIQ) tied to life history in the focal individuals were the functional origin of the indirect effects of the QTL, while the traits that were affected in the partner (pFLWR, pBUD, pBRANCH, pLEAF) indicate an earlier shift to reproduction (tables 2 and 3). A possible explanation for this relationship is that when focal plants bolt earlier (as determined by the FRI locus), they significantly change the light quality in the pot for their neighbours, causing acceleration of flowering and higher internode elongation in the partner plant. Such shifts in development are commonly observed in A. thaliana and other plants in response to increased shading from its neighbours [44–47]. Since A. thaliana and other early successional weeds are poor competitors, shifting to reproduction earlier might allow escaping competition and enhance overall plant fitness [48]. This is significant because it provides a potential link between IGEs and patterns of selection, and so finding fitness-related traits involved in these sorts of functional interactions further supports IGEs' role in altering a population's evolutionary dynamics.

It is perhaps not surprising to find that ecological interactions based on size- and development-related traits occur between plants. Such ecological effects are likely to arise as a necessary consequence of nutrient acquisition, including uptake of water and nitrogen [49], suggesting that loci contributing direct genetic variation by affecting resource acquisition traits may often show up as IGEs because they affect neighbours' resource pools. Empirical work also confirms the general importance of resource-allocation patterns in intra-specific interactions [50,51]. In contrast, facilitation through microbial colonization or competition for light may lead to positive associations, as observed here. Although there are various scenarios for how loci affecting allocation patterns might have indirect effects on traits in neighbours (e.g. allocation to leaf size or height in one plant may lead to shade avoidance responses in neighbours), there is no simple general expectation for the pattern of pleiotropy of direct and indirect effects. More importantly, there could be a combination of positive and negative effects through different traits as observed in this study. The SEM built with latent factors (figure 4) shows us that the traits in the interacting plants are complex multi-dimensional phenotypes, such that the overall phenotypic interaction is a result of complicated relationships between traits within the interacting plants, even though the overwhelming pattern is of positive effect. The relationships and patterns found by examining path models and SEMs show that the analysis with identified pleiotropic effects provides a more meaningful description of relationships behind the indirect effects than does a simple QTL analysis alone. We hope that this approach will also be useful in providing a specific functional hypothesis that can then be tested experimentally.
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